
 
World of Lore: Monstrous Creatures 
by Aaron Mahnke  ASHLEY’S PICK (Non-Fic 364.309 MAH) 
Mahnke, creator of the podcast Lore and the Amazon television series of 
the same name, presents a new series, exploring with gleeful delight 
macabre true stories and disturbing urban legends. From Ireland to 
Romania to U.S., Mahnke digs up tale after tale of people giving in to their 
worst fears and darkest impulses. 
 

Born a Crime: stories from a South African childhood 
by Trevor Noah   THERESA G.’S PICK (Biography NOAH) 
Comedian Noah frequently jokes about life as a mixed-race child under 
the tyranny of apartheid. He now reveals the full brunt of the terror and 
diabolical absurdity he endured in this collection of personal essays. 
Incisive, funny, and vivid, these true tales are anchored to his portrait of 
his courageous, rebellious, and religious mother who defied racially 
restrictive laws to secure an education and a career. 
 

If We Were Villains 
by M.L. Rio  ROSA’S PICK (Fiction RIO) 
Rio's debut mystery is an engrossing ride. The novel opens with Oliver 
Marks talking to the detective who put him in prison. Even though it is the 
eve of Oliver's release, he agrees to tell the retiring detective what really 
happened a decade earlier, when-as part of a group of seven actors who 
studied Shakespeare at a small private college -one of his friends was 
killed after a night of drink and debauchery. 

 
Calypso 
by David Sedaris   ERICA’S PICK (Non-Fiction 814.54 SED)  
Humorist Sedaris collects 21 essays largely about family bonds and 
getting older in this hilarious yet tender volume. Facing middle age, the 
author purchased a beach house, which he named Sea Section, in his 
childhood state of North Carolina. The beach abode serves not only its 
intended purpose as a perfect location for family gatherings, but also ends 
up being a venue for arguments, jokes, and encountering local wildlife. 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 The Witches: Salem, 1692 
by Stacy Schiff  ROSA’S PICK (Non-Fiction 345.744 SCH)  
In 1692, the Massachusetts Bay Colony executed 14 women, 5 men, and 
2 dogs for witchcraft. The ensuing terror affected residents of all ages and 
educational backgrounds. Pulitzer Prize-winning historian Schiff chronicles 
the surrounding events, painting a vivid portrait of a homogenous, close-
knit network of communities rapidly falling into irrational paranoia. 
 

The Chalk Man 
by C.J. Tudor  ASHLEY’S PICK (Fiction TUDOR) 

Murder, mayhem, and chalk figures in a sleepy English village. In 1986, 
12-year-old Eddie Adams enjoys spending time with his group of friends: 
Fat Gav, Metal Mickey, Hoppo, and the lone girl in the group, Nicky.  
Eddie receives a chalk drawing of a stick figure that hurtles him back to an 
innocent childhood game 30 years before which went terribly wrong. 
 

I Am Brian Wilson: a memoir 

by Brian Wilson THERESA G.’S PICK (Biography WILSON) 

In this powerfully written memoir, Wilson honestly tells the story of his life 
from its humble beginnings in California-where he was raised by a father 
who routinely demeaned and beat him-to becoming a Kennedy Center 
Honoree for his 50 years of musical contributions. Wilson comes off as a 
modest and gentle soul who has come to terms with his ongoing mental 
illness, his past failures as a father, and the sad deaths of his brothers. 
 

Tin Man 
by Sarah Winman  ERICA’S PICK (Fiction WINMAN) 
In this quiet stunner, Winman explores the triangular relationship 
connecting reserved, working-class Ellis; Michael, Ellis's best friend since 
he moved to Oxford to live with his grandmother; and Annie, the woman 
Ellis meets while delivering a Christmas tree and eventually marries. 
What's refreshing about this work is that it's not a standard triangle full of 
love and fury but a poignant story comprising past and present, vibrant 
friendship and awful heartbreak bravely borne. 
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And Only To Deceive 

by Tasha Alexander  ROSA’S PICK (Fic ALEXANDER) 

In this witty mix of Victorian cozy and suspense thriller, Emily, a young, 
beautiful widow, does not seem to regret her husband's African hunting 
expedition death. Yet once Emily begins to hear stories about Philip's 
interests she begins to feel herself falling in love with her mysterious, now-
dead husband and fears that his death may not have been an accident.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Brass: a novel 
by Xhenet Aliu  JIN’S PICK (Fiction ALIU) 
This glimmering debut novel reflects on mother-daughter connections, 
abandonment and resilience, and dreams that endure despite the odds. 
Originally from Lithuania, Elsie's family settles in a defeated working-class 
town in Connecticut with many immigrants. The universal story of the 
search for home is well translated into the Elsie’s blue-collar world. 

 
How To Walk Away : a novel 
by Katherine Center KERRI’S PICK (Fiction CENTER)  
Immediately after the love of her life proposes, Margaret Jacobsen has an 
accident that leaves her with a spinal cord injury and severe burns. Center 
explores the limits of hope and love in this bittersweet tale of a young 
woman suffering from a devastating injury who learns to care about others 
when she can't figure out what to do for herself. 
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The Thief of Always: a fable 
by Clive Barker  ASHLEY’S PICK (Fiction BARKER) 
When 10-year-old Harvey Swick desperately wishes to be delivered from a 
boring February afternoon, he is miraculously rescued by Rictus who 
takes Harvey to the Holiday House, where every day is spring and 
summer and every evening offers Halloween, Thanksgiving and 
Christmas. Harvey must heroically battle what is gradually revealed to be 
the malevolent force behind the Holiday House in this tale for all ages. 
 

Krampus, the Yule Lord 
by Brom  ELIAS’ PICK (Fic BROM) 
Returning home one night, Jesse Walker is surprised to see some goons 
attacking Santa Claus as he tries to fly away in his sleigh. This illustrated 
horror novel by acclaimed gothic fantasy artist and novelist Brom is perfect 
for anyone who disdains a cozy, sentimental holiday story and is told with 
entertaining style and some unexpectedly sympathetic characters. 

 
From the Corner of the Oval 
by Beck Dorey-Stein SUSAN C.’S PICK (Biography DOREY-STEIN) 

In this hilarious memoir, Dorey-Stein gives an insider's glimpse into the 
White House from her perch as Barack Obama's stenographer. In 2012, 
25-year-old Stein responded to a Craigslist advertisement to be a 
stenographer at a law firm; the "law firm" was the White House. 
 

A World Without “Whom” 
by Emily J. Favilla  MELINA’S PICK (Non-Fic  808.02 FAV) 

A lighthearted take on communicating in the digital age. This witty and 
informative guide to language and contemporary usage, written by 
BuzzFeed copy chief Favilla, is a refreshingly modern antidote to the staid 
style guides of times past. 
 

My Favorite Thing is Monsters 
by Emil Ferris LARISSA’S and ELIAS’ PICKS (Graphic Fiction FERRIS) 
Karen loves monsters, comic books, and her tattooed, art-loving big 
brother, Deeze. She hates her mom's cancer diagnosis, the cool kids at 
school, and Chicago in the 1960s. Ferris combines historical fiction, family 
drama, a coming-of-age-tale, and a murder mystery into an unforgettable 
and widely acclaimed diary of Karen Reyes. 
 

Poppies of Iraq 
by Brigitte Finakly  LARISSA’S PICK (Graphic Biog FINAKLY) 

The personal and political interweave in this sad yet charming memoir. 
Having grown up in Mosul, Iraq, 14-year-old Finakly immigrated in 1973 to 
Paris, where her mother was born. Finakly's story toggles back and forth in 
time, depicting memories mixed with historical background and "In Iraq" 
vignettes about customs in that country.  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
How To Stop Time 
by Matt Haig  SUSAN C.’S PICK (Fiction HAIG) 
Tom Hazard doesn't age. Or, he does, but very, very slowly. He was born 
in France in 1581, but like other "albatrosses" (those who carry the burden 
of living forever), a century to him passes like a decade or less. An 
engaging story framed by a meditation on time and meaning. 
 

The Dry 
By Jane Harper  BRITTIN’S PICK (Fiction HARPER) 

A mystery that starts with a sad homecoming quickly turns into a nail-biting 
thriller about family, friends, and forensic accounting.  Federal agent Aaron 
Falk is called back to his rural Australian hometown for the funeral of his 
best friend, Luke, who apparently committed suicide after killing his wife 
and son; he’s also called to reckon with his own past 
 

 Erotic Stories for Punjabi Widows 
by Balli Kaur Jaswal  KERRI’S  and SUSAN C.’S PICK (Fiction JASWAL) 
By turns erotic, romantic, and mysterious, this tale of women defying 
patriarchal strictures enchants.  Nikki, a 22-year-old modern Punjabi 
woman, decides to teach a writing workshop for Punjabi widows who 
quickly hijack her lesson plans. Instead of teaching a creative writing 
course, Nikki finds herself facilitating an erotic storytelling workshop. 
 

Saving Simon 
by Jon Katz  VICTORIA’S PICK (Bio KATZ) 
At Bedlam Farm, Katz and his wife poured their love and kindness into an 
abused donkey named Simon and administered to his wounds on a daily 
basis. The invaluable lesson taught Katz compassion, for not only animals 
but also for the men and women in his life, including the farmer who 
abandoned Simon to his fate in the hog pen and Katz's mother, who had 
emotionally abandoned Katz during his childhood.  

 
 
 
The Mars Room 
by Rachel Kushner  ERICA’S PICK (Fiction KUSHNER) 
Kushner delivers a heartbreaking novel set in a California women's prison. 
Single mother Romy Hall is serving two consecutive life sentences after 
murdering a stalker. From prison, she narrates her drug-addled past. 
Kushner excels at capturing the minutiae of life behind bars, critiques the 
justice system, and vividly captures the reality of life behind bars. 

 
Mrs.: a novel 
by Caitlin Macy  THERESA G.’S PICK (Fiction MACY)  
Macy penetrates the gossipy lives of well-off parents in New York City's 
Upper East Side. Into Philippa’s balanced life come two women who 
uncover an explosive secret about her single days. Simplicity and 
selfishness of human nature emerge in this impossible-to-put-down novel. 
 

Duck Season 
by David McAninch   JIN’S PICK (Non-Fiction  914.4 MCA) 
A delicious memoir about the eight months food writer McAninch, with wife 
and young daughter, spent in Gascony—a deeply rural region of France 
virtually untouched by mass tourism—meeting extraordinary characters 
and eating the best meals of his life. 
 

Blood, Water, Paint 
by Joy McCullough  ROSA’S PICK (Fiction MCDERMOTT) 
McCullough follows the heartbreaking, but inspiring, story of gifted Roman 
painter Artemisia Gentileschi who was raised by her volatile, abusive, and 
less talented artist father. A captivating and impressive book about a 
timeless heroine, whose story will resonate with readers today. 
 

I’ll Be Gone in the Dark 
by Michele McNamara  ASHLEY’S PICK (Non-Fiction 364.163 MCN) 

This chillingly addictive account traces the crimes of the Golden State 
Killer, a prolific serial rapist and murderer who terrorized much of 
California in the 1970s and 1980s and has never been caught.  A haunting 
read for fans of true crime. 
 

As Bright as Heaven 
By Susan Meissner  PAT’S PICK (Fiction MEISSNER) 

Meissner tells the story of a family reborn through loss and love. The 
Bright family moves to Philadelphia in 1918 to assume their inherited place 
within the family funeral business. The relocation is meant to ease the loss 
of Henry, their youngest member, but just as they start to navigate their 
grief, the Spanish Flu hits the city, devastating them anew.   


